
How to make a stellar 
system as could explain 

SN 2006gy (a WD 
merging with a RG or 

RSG)



Smith 2008

 ~ 1 kpc

NGC 1260



Basic properties of SN 
2006gy

• Type IIn, narrow (100 km/s) P-Cygni 
Balmer lines.


• Rise time 70d.


• Radiated energy ~1E51 erg, exact 
number uncertain due to e.g. 
extinction uncertainties (EBV=0.5 - 
0.75).


• No significant radio or X-ray 
emission.


• Around solar metallicity 
environment.


• Non P-Cygni broad Balmer lines. H-
alpha red wing to ~4000 km/s, 
unusual blue side.

Mbol = MR

Day 100



No iron in PPISN models 
—> this scenario ruled out by  

new Fe line identifications.

SN 2006gy

Best self-consistent model 
(5 Msun He shell collides with  

25 Msun H shell)

Kinetic energy multiplied  
by factor 4



Kawabata+2009: Strange, unknown lines at 400d



Identification of the lines : Fe I
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SN 2006gy observation

W7 + CSM model

8000 8200 8400

Theoretical Fe I emission at T=5000 K,
V=2000 km/s

Multiplet 5 —> 2 transitions in Fe I. 
 Normal Ia’s : Much higher ionised (as lower density) 
—> Fe II and Fe III lines produced, not FeI

Fe mass can be constrained 
to >~ 0.3 Msun

Spectrum of  a compressed 
Ia ejecta fits well 

No rescaling.



Light curve and Fe velocities : a Ia-CSM model works well also here

A ~ 10-15 Msun CSM must have been ejected 
~100y before the SN.



1. Merger with RG (AGB) star. 
WD-RG CE merger likely channel 

to produce WD-WD close binaries (normal 
Ia progenitors). 

With AGB stars we have another WD  
ready (—>Super-Chandra merger explosion). 

Some tension with estimated CSM mass. 

2. Merger with a RSG. 
No tension with estimated CSM mass. 

Sub-Chandra double detonation explosion as  
WD merges with He core.

Need one of these to 
happen within 100y of 

CE ejection Iv
an

ov
a 

20
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What synchronised a massive 
CSM ejection with SN explosion? 
A common envelope (CE) phase 

that leads both to envelope 
ejection and inspiral only known 
mechanism that can give a (Fe-

rich) SN within 100y of a ~10 Msun 
CSM ejection.



Questions raised if this is the right 
explanation

How do you get a WD close to a RG/RSG star?

How do you get it to spiral in, eject virtually all of the RG/RSG envelope, 
and merge with the core?

How do you get it to explode? Not today

1

2



1. THE PLUNGE AND COMMON ENVELOPE PHASE



Sparks and Stecher 1973: The first idea that a SN could be 
related to a WD spiralling into a massive evolved companion 

Their conjecture is that the WD merges with the WD at the core of the  
red giant (so AGB, actually) star (but simulation stopped long before that).



Tidal forces can cause orbit decay

"RG spin” “Orbital angular  
momentum”

(dimensionless)

radius of gyration (dim-less),taken 
as rg2=0.075 

(van den Heuvel 1968)

Orbital radius

=1.755 (Counselman 1973)

Largest RG radius that 
allows stable orbit



If the companion is massive enough (>5 times the WD mass), the system 
will never settle into RLOF accretion but the WD will plunge into the companion 

(starting typically when ROR ~ (2-4)*RG)

Roche lobe  
radius

Largest 
allowed 

RG radius 
for stable 

orbit  
(units of 

WD orbital 
radius)

Mass ratio  
WD 

to RG
RG expands 

to Lagrangian 
lobe while orbit 

still stable

Orbit becomes 
unstable before 

RLOF



Time evolution of 0.6 Msun WD orbiting a 3.3 Msun RG  
(q=0.18 and RR/ROR = 0.8 —> instability has begun) 

Start at 1 AU separation (230 Rsun). RRG ~ 180 Rsun. 

Orbital decay accelerates. 

Plunge-in on time-scale 100y.



Simulating the in-spiral with SPH

Terman+1994 
(0.9 Msun WD into 

a 4.7 Msun RG) 
q=0.2

3D SPH. 
WD and He core are 
single  collisionless 
particles (no drag, 

just time-dep. 
gravitation fields). 

RG is a polytrope. 

Start at RR/ROR = 1: 
plunge-in on 

time-scale 1y.

Sparks and Stecher plunge (?)

130 Rsun

He core 
(0.6 Msun) edge

Have to stop here 
as separation becomes 
comparable to softening 

 length



13% of envelope ejected within the simulation time, 
but complete ejection within ~10y predicted.

Spin-up reduces 
energy transfer 

efficiency with time, 
but co-rotation is not 

reached
MLR 0.4 Msun/year



Initial peel-off in 
orbital plane 

—> asymmetric 
ejection.

Late times 
more symmetric 

ejection 
(He core 

motion more 
important)200d

10d

The degree of 
asymmetry of the 
CSM important 

for the SN 
light curve.



1.4 Msun compact object + RSG/BSG merger

Terman+1995 
(1.4 Msun NS into 16  
Msun RSG and BSG). 

Now evolutionary 
models (Eggleton code). 

But all SPH particles 
“same composition”. 

EOS updated to 
include thermal 

and radiation pressure. Stabilisation at 
10 Rsun 

16 Msun RSG, late core He burning



Dissipation declines when CE matter is either ejected or spun up to corotation.

Entire envelope ejected on time-scale few years. 
No merging because  

taumass-loss < tauorbit decay

Strong orbit decay and 
dissipation/mass ejection  

as NS reaches high-density  
region just outside He core

1y



BSG: Merging with He core 
unavoidable as Ebind > Eorbit (factor ~2)

0.3 Rsun 
tau_decay << tau_mass loss 

—> cores will merge. 
At that point 22% of 

env. ejected



Merger landscape

(no merging and all env. ejected). 
Eventually close NS 

binaries and KN sources. 

(merging and partial 
env. ejection)

SN 2006gy would 
require a WD-RSG 

system with 
order 1y orbit. 

Cyg X-3 (only known HMXB 
with WR star)



2. FORMING THE PROGENITOR SYSTEM



Can a WD form before a massive (NS-forming) companion ends 
its evolution?

Binary stellar evolution 
with parameterised CE



CE treatment

ai Initial separation

af Final separation

lambda scaling factor

rL Dimensionless Roche radius (RL/ai)

Use eta = 2 in standard model.  
Try also eta = 8, find no strong differences.

Use this equation to calculate af, given assumption of complete envelope 
ejection.



Example of binary stellar evolution path 
that gives a WD merging with a RSG

He core

WD

WD

RLOF 
(CE would not allow 

significant gain for star 2 
as its too short)

CE phase 
(assume if  

M2/M1 > 0.4)

He core

RSG

OB star

OB star



Tauris 2000

M2 >  0.4 M1 to avoid initial CE phase

M1 <  10.8 Msun to 
make a WD

M2 <
  M

1 b
y definitio

n

M2 + Delta M >~ 10.8 

to make  a NS

Note “throw away” models  
where WD merges 

with He core of other star.

For a certain fixed MHe-corefinal - MZAMS relation



All WD masses

WDs merging with RSGs are unusually massive.

Predicted WD masses
Thin black: standard grid

Thin gray: Enhanced CE


efficiency

Thick gray: No ns kicks


Thick black: ?



Predicted formation rates

But the NSNS and NSWD are for a large M1, M2 parameter space then?



• Binary stellar evolution codes predict WD+RSG binaries (M1 ~ 
5-11 Msun, M2 ~ 3-10 Msun, a0 ~ 5-600 Rsun.).


• As the RG/RSG expands, the orbit reaches a plunging 
instability before RLOF on-set if MRSG >~ 5*MWD.


• CE simulations show most or all envelope is ejected on 
time-scale 1-100y, while WD goes very close to the He 
core. Certain systems will merge with partial env. ejection.


• Material ejected in all directions but preference for orbital 
plane.

Summary

A WD approaching a He core in an environment where ~10 Msun of 
H envelope was recently ejected is supported by theory in all steps 

of the chain.



EXTRAS



Other superluminous IIn SNe
SN 2008am, 2006tf, 2008fz, 2008es.. 

Always at >~ 1 Gpc (2006gy at 75 Mpc) so same kind of 
data campaign more difficult.

2008am

2006tf: explosion date not constrained
2006tf: Still  
interacting  

at 445d



The Fe mass
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In general hard to distinguish NS-NS and WD-NS systems. Both high eccentricity. 
Uncertain masses due to unknown inclination.



Willems & Kolb 2004

M1 = 5-12 Msun.

Any mergers here? 






